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Abstract: World heritage sites are monuments and natural landscapes recognised by all human-
ity as being of outstanding significance and universal value. Spatial technology provides new
ideas for the conservation and sustainable development of world heritage sites. Using a bibliomet-
ric analysis, this study extracted 401 relevant documents from the Web of Science database from
1990–2022. Meta information, such as abstracts, keywords of the papers were extracted and cleaned
using bibliometric package and analysed the applications, partnerships and development trends
of existing spatial technologies for world heritage sites. The results of the study show the “4D”
characteristics of space technology in world heritage sites: (1) Development: Spatial applications
in world heritage sites have gradually developed with an annual growth rate of 10.22% during the
period 1990–2022. (2) Discrepancy: More than 70 per cent of countries have not been able to fully
apply space technology on the ground at world heritage sites. (3) Desirability: Shared exchanges
between research institutions are rare, and more cooperation and exchanges are expected, especially
between transnationals. (4) Diversity: The future outlook for technology will be multidisciplinary,
multi-method integrated research.

Keywords: bibliometric analysis; space technology; remote sensing; world heritage sites

1. Introduction

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a universal call to action to end poverty,
protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity [1]. In 17 SDGs,
SDG11.4 is proposed to further promote the efforts to protect and safeguard the world’s
cultural and natural heritage [2]. World heritage sites (WHs) are places of exceptional
cultural and natural value that are recognized by the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). These sites reflect the diversity of the world’s
natural and cultural heritage and are considered to be of ‘outstanding universal value’ [3].
WHs have both natural and cultural attributes, which means we can combine spatial
technology with archaeological excavation surveys to build comprehensive database [4,5].
The inclusion of spatial technology provides a new window for the conservation and
development of WHs, especially for SDG11.4.

Spatial technology, such as GIS (Geographic Information System) and RS (remote
sensing), plays a crucial role in the management and preservation of WHs [6–11]. These
technologies enable the collection, analysis and visualization of data related to the physical
and cultural characteristics of heritage sites [12–15]. This information can be used for a
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variety of purposes, including (1) site mapping and documentation; GIS can be used to
create detailed maps of heritage sites, including topographical, geospatial and historical
data [16–19]. The incorporation of remote sensing data and 3D visualization technol-
ogy allows for better reproduction of the realistic details and spatial environment of the
site [20–22]. In particular, the advent of LiDAR has provided strong support for fine
environmental information and texture detail in WHs [23–25]. (2) Monitoring and assess-
ment: Remote sensing can be used to monitor changes in the physical characteristics of
heritage sites [26], such as land use changes [27,28], erosion or deformation [29,30], defor-
estation [24,31], etc. Benefits are received from long time-series and wide-area observations
from satellites; the data they provide are an important component of the WHs data pool.
Those abundant multi-source data can be used to assess the impact of development and
conservation efforts [32–35]. (3) Planning and decision-making: Spatial technology can be
used to analyze the potential impact of development projects, including new construction
or renovation works [36–38] or projections of land use change around heritage sites [39–41].
In addition, the connection of actively developing Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) tech-
nology with traditional satellite observations provides a multi-source, multi-scale refined
outcomes of the WHs for sustainable development [42–46].

Overall, the application of spatial technology is a valuable tool for the preservation
and management of WHs and helps ensure that these sites are protected for future gen-
erations. Despite the increasing use of space technology in heritage site conservation,
there is a lack of summary and overview on space technology applications in WHs and
almost no bibliometric analysis on the subject. Bibliometrics is a method of analyzing
and quantifying research impact, trends and performance through various metrics, such
as citation count, journal impact factor and collaboration patterns [47–51]. It allows for
evaluating research output, identifying research trends and potential collaborations and
comparing research performance between institutions and individuals. Through quanti-
tative data mining from the literature, we are able to demonstrate the research progress
of spatial technology in WHs. By meticulously mapping research trends, identifying key
contributors, and quantifying research impact in the field of spatial technology for WHs,
it offers invaluable insights. Researchers, academics and students worldwide can benefit
from its comprehensive overview, which serves as a compass for shaping future research
agendas and fostering international collaboration. In essence, this study not only advances
our academic understanding, but also provides actionable knowledge, encouraging global
engagement and collaboration.

We aim to study the following aspects research applications:

(1) What is the status of space technology applications in WHs at this stage?
(2) What are the collaborative efforts needed for the conservation and development

of WHs?
(3) What are the trends as well as challenges in the application of space technology in

WHs in the future?

In this review, we visualize the results based on the quantitative research and sort
out and summarize the research hotspots and development trends of spatial technology
for WHs, analyze the applications of spatial technology in heritage sites and discuss the
limitations of existing research as well as future development trends. In addition, this article
can provide fundamental and conclusive examples and experiences of spatial technology
applications for other unstudied WHs. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we delineate the methodology for the literature collection and related methodologies.
Section 3 presents the results, comprising bibliometric data extracted from the document
dataset, research category classification and analysis, current influence rankings by country,
institution, author, source and publication as well as historical and future development
trends. Section 4 engages in the discussion of the findings from Section 3 along with a
thorough examination of the article’s strengths and limitations. Section 5 encapsulates
our concluding remarks. Lastly, Section 6 delves into emerging trends and prospective
directions in spatial technology for WHs.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Collection and Search Strategy

The Web of Science (WOS) database is a premier academic research database that
provides access to a vast collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed scholarly literature
across various disciplines. WOS is widely regarded as one of the most authoritative and
comprehensive sources for tracking and analyzing scholarly research output, as well as
for identifying emerging trends and impactful research [52,53]. The database comprises
multiple indexes, including the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED), Social
Sciences Citation Index (SSCI) and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI), cover-
ing over 22,000 high-impact journals and conference proceedings as well as books, reports
and data sources. It is worth mentioning that the WOS database has strong correlation
and crossover with existing popular databases, such as Google Scholar and Scopus [54,55].
In addition, the WOS database also contains the Chinese Science Citation Database (rel-
evant Chinese literature will have corresponding English titles and abstracts), which is
very useful for accessing scientific research in different language type. The quality of
outcome produced by a bibliometric analysis heavily depends on the quality of the paper
we choose [56–58]. The core database of the WOS is comprised of three main indexes:
SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI and the AHCI.

In this paper, we selected the WOS core dataset and set the published period between
1990 and 2022. The WOS database provides an advanced search that allows you to filter
the core database for articles on relevant topics by creating keywords as a search formulate.
We set the WHs topic keywords as “World Heritage” and “World Property” and the topic
keywords related to spatial technology as “Spatial technology”, “Remote Sensing”, “RS”,
“GIS”, “Geographic Information System”, “GPS”, “Global Positioning System” and “Sur-
veying and Mapping”. Using Boolean operators, the string formed the subject term search
formula: A TS = (“World Heritage” OR “World Property”) AND (“Spatial technology” OR
“Remote Sensing” OR “RS” OR “GIS” OR “Geographic Information System” OR “GPS”
OR “Global Positioning System” OR “Surveying and Mapping”). The origin search record
was 433 documents. Filtered by document type (review, article and conference paper) and
language (English), 401 articles remained.

2.2. Bibliometric Analysis

Bibliometric analysis is a method of extracting key elements from the literature through
a series of statistical methods and mathematical models, which quantitatively reflects the
changes in relevant research trends [59,60]. Bibliometrics is a multidisciplinary field of
study that employs quantitative methods to analyze and evaluate various aspects of the
scholarly literature, including scientific publications, citations and academic journals [61,62].
It provides valuable insights into the patterns, trends and impact of research within specific
academic disciplines. Bibliometric analysis has wide-ranging applications across academia
and research, offering researchers and institutions the tools to assess the influence of
publications, track research trends and make informed decisions.

In the realm of the literature and network analysis, several key terms play pivotal roles
in understanding the connectivity and relationships between elements within a dataset
or network. Links denote the connections or associations between different elements,
serving as the threads that tie them together. Meanwhile, clusters represent cohesive
groups of elements that share stronger connections with one another than with elements
outside the group. These clusters often signify thematic or conceptual groupings within
a larger dataset. Link strengths quantify the intensity or weight of these connections,
providing insights into the significance of relationships. Higher link strengths indicate
more influential or impactful connections. Finally, total link strength is a comprehensive
metric that aggregates all the link strengths associated with a particular element, offering a
holistic view of its prominence and interconnectedness within the network. These terms
are indispensable tools for researchers and analysts, enabling them to navigate complex
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datasets, networks or bodies of articles and uncover valuable insights about their structures
and interdependencies [60].

In this paper, the bibliometric analysis process involved following steps(in Figure 1):
(1) Research topic design: clearly defining the focus of the research, which was the applica-
tion of spatial technology in WHs and its future development trends. (2) Data collection and
filter: Based on the research topic, a search strategy was developed using the WOS database
and keywords for data collection, and the data source was then integrated and imported
into the R platform. In bibliometric analyses, data usually come from different sources,
formats and standards. Standardized data included uniform article titles, author names,
journal names, etc. to ensure consistency. The dataset may contain duplicate bibliographic
records that introduce bias in the analysis. The data cleansing phase involved identifying
and removing these duplicate records to ensure that each study was counted only once.
(3) Data transformation and analysis: The bibliometrix package was used to transform
the data and extract information from the data source, including the time information of
journal publications, collaboration between authors or institutions and extraction of paper
keywords. Based on this, the analysis covered the publication volume of journals and
countries, the contributions of authors and institutions in this field and the development
trend of research. (4) Result visualization: The tidyverse package and VOSviewer software
are drawn for t bar charts, network graphs, etc. (5) Interpretation of research results: After
completing the above four steps, the results were combined with a summary and analysis
of the relevant literature to discuss the application and development trends of spatial
technology in the protection of WHs.
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The bibliometrix package [63–65] on the R platform was utilized for transforming data
and extracting key information while the ggplot2 package was employed to render statis-
tical information visually. The VOSviewer software was used for visualizing co-citation
networks of key terms and collaboration hotspots among international entities. The list of
world heritage sites and the latitude and longitude coordinates is from UNESCO World
Heritage Centre (https://whc.unesco.org/en/syndication, accessed on 19 September 2023).
The use of the bibliometrix package, tidyverse package and VOSviewer in bibliometric
research was of paramount importance. The “tidyverse” package offers essential tools for
data preparation, statistical analysis and data visualization, making it instrumental in han-
dling complex bibliometric datasets and creating informative visualizations. Meanwhile,

https://whc.unesco.org/en/syndication
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VOSviewer specializes in constructing and visualizing collaboration networks, clustering
research themes, and mapping keywords, enabling researchers to explore research dynam-
ics and identify emerging trends. The integration of these tools streamlines the bibliometric
analysis process, facilitating efficient data manipulation, insightful network analysis and
comprehensive visualization, ultimately enhancing the depth and quality of bibliometric
research [53,66,67].

3. Results
3.1. Analysis of Research Paper
3.1.1. Analysis of the Published Articles

Figure 2 illustrates the scientific publications pertaining to permafrost research that
have been published between 1990 and 2022. This comprehensive compilation is invaluable
in discerning the fundamental and overarching characteristics of this field. In 1970, two
related articles were published: Refs. [68,69]. At that time, Landsat satellite data was
utilized to map land cover types in the Willandra Lakes World Heritage Region. Since
2007, the application of space technology in WHs has gradually increased, and the number
of articles in the remote sensing has reached its peak during this period [70]. From 2007
to 2022, the number of published papers per year has rapidly increased, with 45 relevant
articles published in 2022, representing an annual growth rate of 10.22%. Alviz-Meza [71]
collected the application of science and technology on sites during the period 2016–2022,
and the average annual growth rate of its study is calculated to be 51.93%. It can be seen
that space technology contributes to archaeological sites to a high degree, accounting for
almost 20% of all technologies. Table 1 presents the details of the data sources, and a total
of 1471 keywords were extracted from 401 papers published by 1515 authors from 1990
to 2022. It should be noted that relevant articles, conference papers and reviews are also
considered in this study.
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3.1.2. Relationship between Publications and Heritage Sites between Countries

Figure 3 extracts the total number of articles from the top 10 countries in terms of
the number of articles issued, showing the comparison between the number of world
heritage sites and the total number of articles issued at the national level. The red bar
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indicates the number of world heritage sites, and the other bar indicates the level of
article issuance by country. In terms of the number of publications, China > Australia
> Italy > UK > India > other countries. In terms of the number of world heritage sites,
Italy > China > Germany > Spain > Portugal > other countries. It may be seen that the
coverage of heritage sites by space technology is far from adequate, and there is a great
imbalance in the application cases of space technology in heritage sites in different regions.
Among the top 10 countries in terms of number of publications, 70% of them are well below
the ratio of 1:1. This implies that there is still a great potential for space technology in
heritage sites, which implies a lack of attention to related research and applications. A more
interesting point is that Portugal, a place without heritage sites, still has a certain amount
of publications. China, as the country with the largest number of publications, mostly
monitors and evaluates the ecological environment and natural risks of the world heritage
sites with remote sensing [26,72], focusing on the ecological environment around the Great
Wall [73] and the famous world heritage sites, such as the Huangshan Mountain [74].
Australia, on the other hand, has a long-term monitoring of the ecological environment of
the great barrier ref. [75]. Italian researchers are mainly centered on monitoring natural
disasters in world heritage sites [76], such as landslides and other geological disasters [77].
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Figure 3. Relationship between the number of WHs and the total number of articles issued in each
country.: The red line shows the line with a slope of 1, and the blue dots show the country dots, the
size of which depends on the ratio of the Heritage number to the Total publication. It is worth noting
that Cyprus has no WH site, so we have drawn it as a red dotted line. The red line shows the line
with a slope of 1, and the blue dots show the country dots, the size of which depends on the ratio of
the Heritage number to the Total publication. It is worth noting that Cyprus has no WH site, so we
have drawn it as a red dotted line.
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Table 1. Key information of the bibliometric analysis.

Items Description Results

Timespan Years of publication 1990:2022
Sources journals, books, etc. 256

Documents Article: Review:Conference paper 317:2:82
Author’s Keywords Total number of author’s keywords 1471

Authors Total number of authors 1515
Authors of single-authored docs The number of single authors per articles 41

Co-Authors per Documents Average number of co-authors in
each document 4.25

article Total number of articles 317
proceedings paper Total number of proceedings papers 82

review Total number of reviews 2

Figure 4 depicts the chronological order of the top 10 countries in terms of the number
of articles issued, with the size of each bubble indicating the corresponding number of
publications. According to the order of publication time, Australia was the first country
to utilize space technology in WHs, with a steady increase in the number of publications
over the years, particularly after 2010. In the United States, the first use of space technology
in WHs was in 1996, but there was weak continuity in publications overall. India started
publishing in 2001, but no relevant articles were issued from 2000–2015. As the leading
publisher, China published its first visible paper on space technology application to WHs
in 2010 and has maintained a high number of annual publications since then. Furthermore,
a more notable pattern is observed whereby the number of publications has significantly
increased since 2015 [77], both overall and at the individual country level.
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3.2. Analysis of Influence and Collaboration
3.2.1. Analysis of Source Influence

Source represents a collection of articles on spatial technologies for WHs. Analyzing
the dynamics of relevant research postings in source and identifying the core source can
better focus on the spatial frontier technologies and new perceptions of WHs. A total
of 401 articles on the application of spatial technology to WHs have been published in
256 sources, ranging from 2 sources in 1990 to 38 sources in 2022. We ranked the cumulative
number of publications per year for each source and identified the top 10 sources, as shown
in Figure 5. The top 10 sources, in order of ranking, are: Remote Sensing, Sustainability,
Journal of Cultural Heritage, Journal of Cultural Heritage Management and Sustainable
Development, Remote Sensing of Environment and so on. In 1990, the journal Biological
Conservation published an article on the mapping of natural vegetation for heritage site
management in Tasmania, Australia [68]. After 2010, the number of publications in each
source began to increase rapidly. The most notable increase was seen in the journal “Remote
Sensing”, which showed a higher growth rate and trend than the other top 10 journals.
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Figure 5. Temporal analysis of the top ten publication sources, according to the cumulative
publications.

According to Table 2, the top ten most influential journals were selected based on the
number of local citations. The journals marked with an asterisk (*) are considered core
sources in accordance with Bradford’s Law. It can be seen that the total number of citations
and publications of the Remote Sensing are the highest, with 318 and 21, respectively.
Marine Pollution Bulletin and Remote Sensing of Environment rank second and third in
total citations, with 267 and 196, respectively, while their number of publications are 4 and
6, respectively.

3.2.2. Analysis of Institution Influence

Research institutions play a primary role in driving the protection of WHs through
spatial technology. The greater the influence of these institutions, the more likely they are
to foster excellent researchers and make outstanding contributions in the relevant field.
The full article record exported from the WOS database enables access to the institution’s
dynamics of publishing articles. The results demonstrate 622 institutions actively engaged
in research on the application of space technology to water hazards. Tables 3 and 4 display
the total number of citations and publications based on each institution’s impact assessment
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publications, as well as the top 10 institutions ranked by country of origin. The Chinese
Academy of Sciences ranks first with 1727 total citations, followed by James Cook University
(615), Charles Darwin University (393) and University of Queensland (384), which are the
top 2–4 citation leaders in Australia. The total number of citations declines in stages
from third place onwards. In terms of publications, the Chinese Academy of Sciences has
110 total publications, followed by the University of Queensland (36), Cyprus University of
Technology (27) and Charles Darwin University (27) in Australia. There is a substantial
difference between institutions regarding total citations and publications, particularly
between the top and bottom five. The Chinese Academy of Sciences maintains its position
as the leading institution, and the University of Queensland in Australia remains among
the top four.

Table 2. Top ten journals ranked by the number of local citations.

Journal TC NP IF

Remote Sensing * 318 21 5.349
Remote Sensing of Environment * 196 6 13.85

Sustainability * 47 9 3.889
ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information * 90 4 3.099

Journal of Cultural Heritage * 129 6 3.229
Journal of Cultural Heritage Management and Sustainable

Development * 43 6 -

Marine Pollution Bulletin * 267 4 7.001
Applied Geography * 142 5 4.732

Archaeological Prospection * 57 3 1.92
Biological Conservation * 107 4 7.497

TC, total number of citations; NP, number of publications; IF, impact factor.

Table 3. Top 10 research institutions ranked by total citations.

Institution Country TC TA

Chinese Academy of Sciences China 1727 110
James Cook University Australia 615 9

Charles Darwin University Australia 393 12
University of Queensland Australia 384 36

University of Tasmania Australia 282 6
Hebrew University of Jerusalem Israel 242 4

University of the Aegean Greece 182 1
University of Otago New Zealand 171 2

The Silva Tarouca Research Institute Czech Republic 126 1
TC, total number of citations; TA, total number of articles.

Table 4. Top 10 research institutions ranked by publication.

Institution Country TC TA

Chinese Academy of Sciences China 1727 110
University of Queensland Australia 384 36

Cyprus University of Technology Cyprus 135 27
Charles Darwin University Australia 393 12

Extremadura University Spain 57 12
University of Chinese Academy of

Sciences China 82 10

James Cook University Australia 615 9
Universidade NOVA de Lisboa Portugal 96 9

The University of Sydney Australia 93 9
TC, total number of citations; TA, total number of articles.
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3.2.3. Analysis of Collaborative Relationship

National cooperation is an important part of the conservation and development of
WHs and is the backbone of achieving SDG 11.4. Figures 6 and 7 show the network and heat
map of cooperation between countries. The lines between Figure 6 indicate cooperation
between countries, and the thickness of the lines indicates the strength of the cooperation.
Figure 7 is a heat map of the density of national cooperation agencies. The more the
countries cooperate, the brighter the yellow colour of that country’s representation. The
most extensive cooperation is found in the United Kingdom (UK) and Germany. The
UK has the most cooperation with Netherland and Germany, and Germany has the most
cooperation with the UK and the United States of America (USA). It is the USA, China and
Australia that have more extensive cooperation. It is the USA that has the most cooperation
with the UK and Australia, China with the UK and the USA and Australia with the UK
and China.
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Although there are exchanges of cooperation between countries, the intensity and
breadth of their cooperation is still not extensive enough (in Figures 6 and 7). In the context
of Figure 3, Italy, the country with the largest number of heritage sites (58 WHs), has a
relatively low level of intensity and breadth of cooperation. China, which has the second
largest number of heritage sites (56 WHs), relies mostly on self-reliance with domestic
institutions. In general, there is not enough technical cooperation and research exchange
between countries, and the space technology powerhouses (e.g., the USA, China, Russia,
India, etc.) still do not pay enough attention to WHs, and collaborative work on heritage
conservation and development between each other still needs to be developed. There are
still not enough cases of spatial technology research in the big world heritage countries
(Italy, China, Spain, USA, etc.), the coverage of WHs is still not wide enough and the spatial
information characteristics of heritage sites have not been fully explored yet. In the context
of SDG11.4, international exchanges should be actively maintained between countries to
make full use of professional institutions and space technologies to provide more and better
implementation paths and methods for the monitoring, conservation, management and
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development of world heritage sites. They jointly promote the development of national
heritage conservation awareness and the improvement of conservation levels.
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3.3. Evolution and Trend of Research Topic
3.3.1. Keyword Frequency Statistics and Co-Occurrence Networks

Keywords are the author’s condensed and concise version of the whole article, which is
a reproduction of the research object, research techniques and other aspects of the author’s
research work [78–80]. Extracting keyword information from 401 relevant studies can
provide accurate textual information to grasp the common techniques, hot methods and
future trends of existing research. Figure 8 shows the keyword frequency information from
the published literature. GIS and Remote Sensing are the first and second most popular.
The trend of applying GIS and remote sensing technologies to WHs is obvious [81]. RS
provides a rich source of spatial information for WHs, and the reflective properties of
features in multiple wavelengths, such as visible, near-infrared and laser, provide a fine
portrayal of the different spatial hierarchy, soils, topography, etc. [82–84]. In particular, the
advent of UAV technology, which is better adapted to complex terrain, has great advantages
in areas such as hills and mountains of small to medium size. In addition, UAV platforms
can be paired with high spatial resolution cameras and multispectral sensors to facilitate
high-resolution mapping for WHs in real time and with high efficiency [85–88]. GIS can
integrate multiple data sources, such as remote sensing images and practical expeditions
to build accurate digital world heritage datasets for long-term monitoring and real-time
updates of heritage sites [81,89–93]. In addition, GIS can be used for the planning and
design of world heritage sites and natural resource conservation and is an important tool
for the sustainable development of heritage sites.

A co-occurrence network of keywords is a visualization that shows the relationships
between different keywords based on how often they appear together in a given corpus of
text [94–96]. The network is created by first extracting the keywords from the text using
natural language processing techniques, and then creating a co-occurrence matrix that
represents the frequency of each pair of keywords appearing together. This matrix is then
used to create a network graph that shows the relationships between the keywords, with
nodes representing individual keywords and edges representing co-occurrence between
pairs of keywords. The graph can be customized to highlight important nodes and adjust
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the layout, and labels can be added to make the visualization more informative [97,98]. The
resulting visualization can help users identify patterns and relationships between different
keywords and can be useful for awareness of current progress in the WHs conservation
and sustainability field of spatial paradigm research. The co-occurrence network of WHs
and spatial technology keywords was constructed and visualized based on the top 50 most
frequent keywords of 401 articles(in Figure 9). The three keywords “Remote sensing”, “GIS”
and “Culture Heritage” were the key nodes, and the co-occurrence between them was the
linkage between the three keywords “Remote sensing”, “GIS” and “Culture Heritage” is
also strong. This also indicates that remote sensing and GIS are widely used spatial tools
for studying world heritage. Apart from the interconnection between the key nodes, the
“Remote Sensing” node is mainly interlinked with the “UAV” node and the “Archaeology”
node. The nodes are interlinked with each other. In recent years, UAV has been widely
used as a member of remote sensing technology for heritage exploration, conservation,
documentation and survey monitoring [99–103]. “The ‘GIS’ nodes are mainly linked to
the ‘Tourism’ node and the ‘World Heritage’ node. Lelong [104] and others have used the
GIS aggregated spatial analysis module to assess the spatial conversion of core heritage
sites and the spatial pattern of tourism under rapid tourism development. The main
nodes linked to ‘Culture Heritage’ are the ‘UAV’ and ‘Monitoring’ nodes, which suggest a
preference for the use of UAVs to observe the spatial information of cultural heritage with
high accuracy and to monitor the physical changes of cultural heritage [36].
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Figure 8. Word frequency statistics for keywords.

The keywords with a frequency above 30% involve terms or types of spatial informa-
tion technology that are more recognized and acknowledged in the academic field and
have more mature technical applications. 20% or less of the keywords represent new areas
of academic interest or applications of new technology that will be a research hotspot in
the field in the coming period, especially changes in heritage land cover, climate change
impacts on heritage sites, dynamic monitoring of heritage sites and AI-related neural
network technologies, among others. Technological advances and the issues facing heritage
sustainability are seen in these keyword trends.
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The cooperation areas, mainly remote sensing, cultural heritage and GIS, reflect the
co-construction and sharing of spatial information technology in heritage conservation in
the era of big data. Although big data was not used as a theme word in the search for this
paper, the cooperation network relationship from the keywords fully reflects the concept of
co-construction and sharing of spatial big data for heritage conservation.
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3.3.2. Temporal Change and Maturation of Keywords

The thematic evolution is mainly represented based on the change of color in Figure 10.
The change of color in Figure 10 represents the change of word frequency of keywords. We
extracted the keywords, performed word frequency statistics and normalized the word
frequencies in chronological order. The change of color from blue to red indicates that the
word frequency of the keyword is gradually increasing, which means that the technology
or field represented by the keyword is gradually integrated into the application of the
world heritage site and also means that the application of the technology in the world
heritage site is extensive and mature. The evolution of keywords in remote sensing and
world heritage fields reflects the changing priorities and technologies within these fields.
As research continues to evolve, keywords will continue to reflect the latest developments
and challenges in the field. In the early days of remote sensing and world heritage research,
keywords were often focused on specific technologies or objects. Most of the early articles
focus on the keywords ‘GIS’, ‘Remote Sensing’ and ‘World Heritage’. It can also be seen
that the Great Barrier Reef is the early classic research object for spatial technology in world
heritage [105]. Although Landsat satellite imagery was used to study the fire history of
Kakadu National Park in 1997 [106], the direction of research on Landsat was not seen
again until 2000, when the assessment of fire conditions in Kakadu National Park was
continued [104]. It was only in 2000 that the assessment of fire conditions in Kakadu
National Park was continued [107].
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Over time, the use of remote sensing and world heritage research has become more
multidisciplinary, incorporating a range of disciplines such as geography, anthropology
and architecture. In 2004, Mario presented the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNSECO) study on the use of satellite imagery for monitoring world
heritage sites and highlighted the use of remote sensing. This has led to the emergence
of the keywords ‘UNSECO’ and ‘monitoring’. The development of advanced remote
sensing techniques, such as hyperspectral imaging and LiDAR [23,108–110], has led to the
creation of new keywords related to these technologies. The rise of digital heritage has led
to the development of new keywords related to “Heritage management” [111–113]. As
conservation [37,114,115] and management have become increasingly important aspects
of world heritage research, keywords have shifted to reflect this focus. WHs are often
highly sensitive to environmental changes and require careful management to ensure their
preservation. Land use change, such as deforestation, agricultural expansion, urbanization
and mining, can directly or indirectly affect world heritage sites through impacts on their
ecosystems, biodiversity, water resources and cultural values [116–119].

With the growing awareness of the impact of climate change on cultural heritage sites,
new keywords have emerged related to climate change and world heritage. Climate change
poses a significant threat to WHs. Climate change can affect these sites in several ways,
including sea level rise [120], air pollution [29,121], increased frequency and intensity of
extreme weather events [122–124] and changes in weather patterns [111,125,126].

4. Discussion

Spatial technologies play an important role in the conservation and development of
world heritage sites. A bibliometric analysis of spatial technologies for world heritage
sites can provide insights into the current status and trends of research in this field. The
results of the keyword analysis (Figures 8–10 show that remote sensing and GIS are im-
portant spatial technology tools for the conservation of heritage sites. We consider the
Great Barrier Reef as a classic example of space technology contributing to the develop-
ment of world heritage sites, which has received continuous attention and research from
1998–2022 [75,105,127–135]. The study of the Great Barrier Reef is a valuable experience in
observing the space of marine type world heritage sites. In the development of space tech-
nology, Landsat satellite imagery has been the most widely used; from the later emergence
of Sentinel-2 satellite data applications to the use of LiDAR data, the spatial observation
of world heritage sites has become increasingly refined and comprehensive. In terms of
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research focus, people have evolved from simply monitoring heritage at the beginning
to heritage management and conservation to land cover change and climate change risk
prediction in heritage sites, and the research aspects of world heritage sites have become
increasingly diverse, cutting-edge and comprehensive. However, a number of research
problems have been revealed: (1) Insufficient attention in the top 10 countries in terms
of number of articles published; for example, 70% of these countries failed to reach the
number of articles:world heritage sites = 1:1 (Figure 3). This implies that spatial studies
related to world heritage sites have not yet been covered comprehensively and that national
attention and focus on world heritage sites is insufficient. (2) Insufficient international
cooperation and exchange: Research on world heritage sites is mostly confined to do-
mestic institutions, and international cooperation and exchange is less and not sufficient
(Figures 7 and 8). Enhancing the sharing of results among international organizations can
better promote the early achievement of SDG11.4 goals.

Climate change introduces a range of threats to heritage sites worldwide. These in-
clude rising temperatures, increased precipitation, sea-level rise, extreme weather events
and shifting ecosystems [136]. Such changes can result in physical damage to historic
structures, accelerated deterioration of materials and the loss of biodiversity in and around
heritage sites. Remote sensing technologies offer the capability of monitoring climate pa-
rameters, such as temperature, humidity and sea-level rise, with precision [33,137]. These
data enable heritage site managers to anticipate and respond to climate-related threats
promptly. GIS allows for the creation of detailed risk assessment models, identifying vulner-
able areas within heritage sites and evaluating potential climate change impacts [138,139].
This information guides adaptation and mitigation strategies. Spatial technologies pro-
vide valuable data for evidence-based conservation practices. They enable the monitoring
of structural changes, the tracking of environmental conditions and the assessment of
ecosystem health, allowing for proactive conservation measures [140,141].

While the multi-remote sensing technology, coupling between multiple disciplines and
the integration of big data, cloud computing, and artificial intelligence as important frontiers
for spatial technology development in WHs, it is equally important to recognize that the
adoption of these cutting-edge technologies is not without its challenges and potential
risks. Addressing these challenges will provide readers with a more comprehensive
understanding of the complexities and considerations involved in the integration of spatial
technology for heritage conservation in WHs. We must note the following risks and
challenges: (1) Data Privacy and Security: One of the foremost concerns revolves around
the safeguarding of sensitive data. The integration of big data and cloud computing entails
the storage and transmission of vast amounts of information related to WHs. With this
comes the risk of data breaches, cyberattacks and unauthorized access. Therefore, robust
data privacy and security measures must be implemented to protect the integrity and
confidentiality of heritage data. (2) Cost and Resource Constraints: Despite the promise of
these technologies, their adoption can be financially burdensome. Many WHs, particularly
those in less economically developed regions, contend with limited budgets and inadequate
infrastructure. The challenge lies in finding a balance between the advantages offered by
cutting-edge technologies and the resources available for their implementation. (3) Data
Accuracy and Quality: Additionally, while these technologies excel in data collection
and analysis, ensuring the accuracy and reliability of the collected data remains a critical
concern. Inaccurate or low-quality data can lead to erroneous decisions and actions that
could potentially harm WHs. Therefore, rigorous validation and verification processes
must be in place to guarantee the accuracy of the information used in decision-making
processes. (4) Integration Complexity: Integrating multiple technologies and disciplines
can be technically complex. Ensuring seamless interoperability among various systems
and datasets is a challenge that must be addressed to harness the full potential of these
innovations. By addressing these multifaceted challenges encompassing data privacy and
security, cost and resource constraints and data accuracy and quality, we can pave the way
for the responsible and effective integration of spatial technology in heritage conservation
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at WHs. Each challenge underscores the importance of a comprehensive and strategic
approach to technology adoption in this unique context.

Financial constraints, infrastructure gaps, cultural sensitivity, bureaucratic hurdles
and limited data access collectively pose formidable challenges to the widespread adoption
of spatial technology for heritage conservation. Many nations, especially those with limited
resources, struggle to allocate funding for advanced technology acquisition due to the
high costs involved in hardware, software and skilled personnel. Insufficient or outdated
technology infrastructure, such as poor internet connectivity and data storage facilities,
further hampers integration. The delicate balance between technology adoption and cul-
tural preservation requires careful consideration, as local communities and stakeholders
may resist the introduction of technology. Complex bureaucratic processes and regulations
can hinder swift integration, necessitating streamlined administrative procedures. Lastly,
limited access to high-quality spatial data and satellite imagery presents an additional
obstacle, requiring efforts to negotiate data-sharing agreements and invest in data acquisi-
tion. Addressing these challenges is crucial to promoting equitable and effective spatial
technology use in heritage conservation.

In the course of research and analysis, there are many details in this study that deserve
to be refined: (1) the WOS database is currently the most widely used scientific citation
database, but there are still quality articles that are not included in the database. In
addition, we collected studies in English, and exclusions were made for other languages.
(2) The subscripts were not accurate enough when extracting information. Subsequent
related research should focus on this problem, and advanced word separation algorithms
are needed to extract the complete semantic information as much as possible. (3) It is
worth noting that the WOS database is by far the main literature collection. However, it
is important to note that the choice of different databases and languages often leads to
biased results. It is crucial to consider various strategies for a more robust bibliometric
analysis. These include the use of multiple comprehensive databases, multilingual search
approaches to mitigate language bias and correction methods to address potential biases. It
is also important to transparently acknowledge the limitations inherent in a bibliometric
analysis within the study and advocate for a multimethod approach when possible. By
implementing these measures, researchers can enhance the reliability and credibility of
their findings in the realm of spatial technologies’ impact on WHs’ conservation and
development.

5. Conclusions

Spatial technologies are now widely used in the conservation and planning of world
heritage sites in various countries. A bibliometric analysis of spatial technologies for world
heritage sites provides valuable insights into the current state of research in the field as
well as potential future trends. The discussion of the analysis highlights several important
themes and research gaps that can inform future research and development in the field.
Using bibliometric analysis, this paper systematically accessed 401 documents in the WOS
core database for the field of spatial technology applications in WHs from 1990–2022,
from which information such as authors, journals and keywords were extracted. The
study quantitatively analyses the influence of authors, sources and institutions and shows
the collaborative research relationships between countries. Finally, keyword frequency
statistics, co-occurrence networks and development heat maps were used to reveal trends
in spatial technology in WHs.

Based on the results of the literature analysed above, future trends and potential
pathways for space technology in the conservation and sustainable development of world
heritage sites were explored. By analysing the current status of development, cooperation
and exchanges, as well as technological perspectives, we summarize the “4D” characteristics
of space technology in world heritage sites:

(1) Develop: Spatial applications in world heritage sites have gradually developed with
an annual growth rate of 10.22% during the period 1990–2022. However, the applica-
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tion of space technology in heritage sites started late, and 70% of the top 10 countries
in terms of the number of articles published failed to achieve document: world her-
itage site = 1:1. This indicates that there is still great potential for the development of
space technology in heritage sites.

(2) Discrepancy: The top 10 most influential journals and countries found that there was
not much difference in influence between authors, but the difference in the number
of publications and influence between journals and institutions was obvious and
fluctuated greatly.

(3) Desirable: The collaboration between countries is not very close and is more of a do-
mestic institution. The shared exchange between international needs to
be strengthened.

(4) Diversity: Remote sensing technology and GIS are the most representative spatial
technology tools in the conservation and development of world heritage sites. From
single science to multidisciplinary integration, from Landsat satellite data to the appli-
cation of UAV LiDAR data. The coupling of multiple remote sensing technologies, big
data, cloud computing and the embedding of artificial intelligence will be the future
trend of spatial technology.

6. Trend and Potential Paths

Spatial technologies, represented by RS and GIS, have become widespread in the field
of archaeology, heritage conservation and management. WHs, an object of research with
outstanding universal value, are beginning to receive attention. From the existing research,
the future trend of space technology application in WHs will be manifested as follows:
(1) Heritage big data co-creation and sharing becomes inevitable: The observation data of
WHs in long time series is the essential primary data for building the big data pool. In the
context of climate change, natural disaster monitoring and human disturbance assessment
of heritage will provide a huge boost to the sustainable development of heritage. The
conservation boundaries of WHs and the management of natural resources are inseparable
from multi-scale, fine-grained spatial data, data organisation and analysis models. SAR
and LiDAR are gradually becoming a hot trend in the field of heritage applications because
of their strong penetrating ability and their ability to observe sites and their complex
surroundings with high precision. (2) Integration of new technologies, such as AI, with
space technology to enhance the capacity and capability of heritage conservation and
management: The innovation of AI technology is an opportunity for more efficient and
multi-modal recognition of the spatial characteristics of world heritage sites. Big data
provides multi-dimensional perception of heritage sites. Machine learning can explore
non-linear features between elements and provide new understanding of the dynamics of
WHs. In addition, the coupling between rich spatial information and textual data, with
the help of AI perspectives on multi-dimensional features and paradigms for heritage
conservation and sustainable development, can provide the impetus for the continued
advancement of SDG11.4.

With regard to the current status of research on heritage sites by spatial technologies
in order to further enrich the relevant spatial cases of heritage sites and the perspective of
SDG11.4. We propose the following pathways: (1) Strengthen cooperation and sharing:
Space technology still does not provide comprehensive coverage for WHs. More than 70%
of national heritage sites and published related studies fail to reach 1:1. International coop-
eration and technology sharing is the key link, and international contributions include not
only case exchange and technical cooperation, but more importantly, data co-construction
and sharing. In addition, the actual perception of heritage sites by different professionals
and geopolitical factors need to be fully taken into account. Increase cooperation with
less developed countries to enhance their capacity to apply spatial information technology
in heritage sites. (2) More attention and support: Universities and research institutions
are the main force in carrying out research in the field of spatial technology applications
for WHs. In the future, relevant international research or consulting institutions, such as
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UNESCO-WHC, ICOMOS, IUCN and HIST, should give full play to the advantages of
global membership or member connection, pay attention to the enhancement of spatial
technology capabilities for heritage sites and promote spatial information technology data
in the field and technical cooperation. (3) Integrating new technologies and services: Big
data and artificial intelligence are potential drivers for the conservation and development
of WHs. The joint construction of big data pools for WHs, integrating remote sensing data
from many sources and machine learning algorithms can effectively explore the potential
value of heritage sites and provide new cognition.

We recognize the need to offer concrete recommendations and actionable measures to
enhance such collaboration. Here are several practical strategies: These proposed measures
aim to provide practical guidance for enhancing international cooperation and knowledge
sharing in the field of spatial technology for world heritage sites.

(1) International Workshops and Conferences: Organize international workshops and
conferences, inviting experts and researchers from diverse regions to share their latest
findings and experiences. Such events facilitate cross-border cooperation and knowl-
edge exchange.

(2) Collaborative Projects: Establish international collaborative projects that bring
together research institutions and scholars from different countries and regions to jointly
conduct research on world heritage sites. This helps integrate knowledge and resources
from various nations and cultures.

(3) Data Sharing Platforms: Create open data sharing platforms where researchers can
share and access datasets and information related to world heritage sites. This promotes
global cooperation and data exchange.

(4) Exchange Programs and Scholarships: Offer international scholar exchange pro-
grams and scholarships to encourage researchers to collaborate on research projects in
different countries. This fosters knowledge sharing and cultural exchange.

(5) Standardization and Best Practice Sharing: Promote international collaboration
for the development of standardized research methodologies and best practices to ensure
consistency and comparability across different countries and projects.
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